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Facing the challenge of attracting consumers and winning market share under the pro-
liferation of TV stations and channels, the traditional TV stations often make some mar-
keting strategies. However, how to evaluate the effectiveness of different strategies and
select the best one is a key issue. This study proposes to resolve this problem. We develop
an innovative structural model to simulate the dynamic choices consumers make under
two interactive behaviors: learning and forgetting. Learning behavior refers to updating
programme quality assessment by using experience, while forgetting behavior prevents
the use of previous experience. The Bayesian rules are employed to model learning
behavior, and they are extended by incorporating an exponential decay function to mea-
sure the effect of forgetting behavior. The structural model is tested and validated by using
Hong Kong television viewing data. The empirical results show that when modeling
consumer choice decisions, considering learning and forgetting behavior significantly
improves the performance of the model in regard to rating prediction and marketing
strategy evaluation. Five cases are simulated to show how the model is used to evaluate
marketing strategies. Managerial implications are then discussed to guide the decision-
making of traditional TV broadcasters and advertisers.

© 2020 China Science Publishing & Media Ltd. Publishing Services by Elsevier B.V. on
behalf of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-

ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

With the proliferation of TV stations and channels and the considerable increase in the number and types of media, the
traditional TV industry faces a big challenge in attracting consumers and winning market share (Ewing, 2013; Schweidel &
Moe, 2016). Generally, in a situation in which there are different programme broadcast channels, increasing programme
quality is a basic and essential step in efforts to improve and maintain competitiveness. However, in the context of limited
resources, such as money, time and people, how to increase the programme quality, especially for series programmes that
have many seasons or episodes, is a challenge and a serious issue requiring the development of marketing strategies. TV
stations may design different kinds of strategies, such as increasing the quality of the first two episodes, the middle two
episodes or the final two episodes. Given the same cost for each strategy, how to select one of them to attract the most
consumers is a key issue for TV stations.
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To resolve this problem, the TV stations may consider the following actions: First, make an understanding of the con-
sumers’ watching behaviors and choice preferences. Second, forecast the consumers’ programme (episode) choices. Third,
quantitatively evaluate each strategy’s effectiveness. This study proposes to help the TV industry in these three activities by
developing a structural model and providing an accurate simulation of different marketing strategies.

TV programmes have many genres, such as news, drama, soaps, movies, comedy, reality TV, variety, games, music, travel,
science and sports (Danaher & Dagger, 2012). Episodic broadcasting is a common feature of many of these genres (e.g., news,
drama, soaps, comedy). The episodes normally run for several seasons (e.g., dramas and comedies), and one complete season
consists of 23 episodes. During the episodic watching process, under the uncertainty of programme quality, consumers
engage in a learning process. In a procedural manner, consumers update their assessments of programme quality by using
new information from watching additional episodes. However, in this learning process, they also experience the forgetting
behaviors (Zhao, Zhao, & Helsen, 2011), as the consumers’ memories of prior quality information weaken as time passes
(Anderson, 1999). Both the learning and forgetting behaviors influence consumers’ assessments of programme quality and
thereby affect their programme choice decisions.

During the month of September 2015, the authors conducted a questionnaire survey among 200 TV consumers in Hong
Kong (the details of the survey are shown in Appendix A). More than 90% of respondents agreed that their programme choice
decisions were highly influenced by prior quality assessments. The survey respondents also suggested that they may have
forgotten elements of the story, as they were busy in their working lives. In summary, the survey responses revealed that
learning and forgetting behaviors commonly occurred during TV programme viewing and that these behaviors had a strong
impact on programme choice decisions, which highlights the need for an academic research study to model the audience’s
dynamic decision-making process.

The dynamic learning process explains how consumers use the previous watching experience to affect their current
choices in terms of behavioral theory (Erdem, 1998). Modeling learning behavior enables researchers and stakeholders to
better understand watching behavior and to generate improved models for predicting TV ratings and evaluating the mar-
keting strategies designed to increase TV ratings. Forgetting behavior occurs during the learning process and adds noise to
information use. Therefore, the inclusion of forgetting renders the dynamic viewing behavior study more applicable to real
conditions. It is surprising that when modeling TV watching behavior, extant studies tend to ignore learning and forgetting
behaviors, focusing instead on overall viewing rates but not explaining how these viewing rates are generated (Erdem &
Keane, 1996).

This study has three objectives: the first objective is to model consumer learning behavior by using extended Bayesian
theory incorporating the forgetting effect. The second objective is to develop a structural model to study consumer dynamic
decision-making process under the two interactive behaviors: learning and forgetting. The third objective is to test the
performance of the structural model by using empirical data from the Hong Kong TV industry and to provide several practical
cases to illustrate how the model is used to simulate and evaluate marketing strategies.

To the best of our knowledge, our paper constitutes the first attempt to develop improved Bayesian updating rules to
describe the dynamic TV viewing process. The specific contributions of this study can be illustrated in the aspects of
methodology and application. On the methodology, we propose a structural model to simulate consumers’ dynamic choices
under two interactive behaviors: learning and forgetting when watching TV. This methodology incorporates a dynamic
learning concept innovatively in the current literature of TV watching, which can help to provide more deep explanations on
the drama watching behavior and generate reliable managerial guidelines for participants. Moreover, the standard Bayesian
rules are extended by incorporating the forgetting effect. Even though some prior studies have suggested the item of
forgetting, we have a distinct modeling method based on the solid exponential function theory. It has a simple structure and
can cover various cases of forgetting during the TV watching. On the application, our study provides two aspects of mana-
gerial implications for TV stations, drama production companies and program broadcasters: strategies on changing quality
and forgetting effect. In the strategy of changing drama quality, we test the strategy performance in the short run and the long
run respectively, so as to confirm that the simulated strategy performance based on the first several episodes of a drama can
be applied to the whole drama. In addition, the managerial insights for TV stations deduced from the simulation study can be
extended into related industries, such as advertising.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. The next section provides the literature review, and in the third section, we
describe the data and how we select the data sample. The models are proposed in section 4, as well as the tests and the
confirmations of model performance. The application cases are shown in section 5 and the conclusion follows.

2. Literature review

For modeling the consumers’ dynamic decision-making process when watching TV, there are three streams of literature:
television audience research, Bayesian learning, and the forgetting effect.

2.1. Television audience research

There are many studies that focus on the television audience. Based on the assumption that choice follows the Luce axiom
(Luce, 1959), Lehmann (1971) develop the probability of preferring a television show as the ratio of its utility to the total
utilities of alternatives to predict the preference for television shows. After this studywas conducted, some studies focused on
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the aggregate rating level (Gensch & Shaman, 1980a, b; Horen, 1980). Rust and Alpert (1984) used a discrete choice model
incorporating the concepts of audience flow to forecast viewing choice. Besides, multinomial logit (MNL) models were used
for programme choice behavior (Moshkin & Shachar, 2002; Rust, Kamakura, & Alpert, 1992).

According to the methods that they employ, the above studies can be divided into two groups. One group develops MNL
models by using a utility function to study viewing choice behavior; the other group uses regression and time series models to
measure audience viewing ratings. The studies of the two groups have a common feature: they both investigate the demand
problem at a particular time period and without the use of learning procedures. This study aspect is not consistent with the
real-life situation that needs to be examined to study the television audience viewing behavior.

To study the television audience viewing behavior, Liu (2010) first suggest a two-stage decision procedure by which a
learning element is explicitly incorporated into their model. In summary, their model addresses the following issues: 1)
whether to watch a programme and 2) if consumers choose to watch the programme, then how long do they continue
watching it. Since consumers’ learning is included in the model, it has been shown that this two-stage procedure much more
accurately reflects television ratings. However, their model uses the standard form of Bayesian learning structure that ignores
consumer forgetting behavior.

2.2. Bayesian learning study

Modeling consumer learning under uncertainty has a long history and began with studies that used Bayesian updating to
explain diffusion effects (Stoneman, 1981; Jensen, 1982, 1983). However, none of these prior studies construct a framework
that relates preference to purchase probability determined by using discrete choice theory. Meyer and Sathi (1985) and
Roberts and Urban (1988) derive a dynamic logit model to study consumer choice behavior. Seetharaman (2003) compares
two-state dependence models for brand choice: one is a probabilistic model, and the other is a random utility model. Two
sources of dependence, namely, the lagged choice effect and the lagged assessment effect, are included in these models. In
studying the repeat purchase patterns of a new product, Schweidel and Fader (2009) consider an evolving process of shifting
from a “trial regime (state)” to a “steady state” as consumers gain more experience through repeated purchases. They find
empirical evidence to support the use of this two-state model. However, their focus is on the inter-purchase times, and they
demonstrate that consumers of a new product move from an “initial state” of exponential purchasing to a “steady state” that
is characterized by a regular Erlang-2 timing distribution.

Erdem and Keane (1996) were the first to formally model consumer learning about product quality. They found that a
learning model provides a good fit for studying the dynamics of consumer choice behavior. Subsequent to the conducting of
these studies, some similar studies appeared in which Bayesian updating rules were used to describe consumer learning
behavior when choosing brands or goods. These include Ackerberg (2003), Akcura, Gonul, and Petrova (2004), Erdem, Keane,
and Sun (2008), Chen, Sun, and Singh (2009), Ching (2010), and Liu (2010). Erdem et al. (2008) discuss how quality signalling
mechanisms from price and advertisements affect the dynamic model of consumer brand choice. These studies provide a
wide range of real-life examples inwhich learning and Bayesian updating rules are used. In this paper, examining aspects that
challenge the standard learning rules, we consider an important factor, the effect of forgetting.

2.3. Consumer forgetting effect

Most studies utilizing the Bayesian updating rules assume that the consumers’ quality evaluations remain stable. However,
in reality, the consumers’ capability for recalling prior product quality assessments can diminish over time (Zhao et al., 2011).
This diminishing recall of prior assessments could be caused by consumers’ forgetting over time. Forgetting occurs when in
making a decision to repurchase, consumers imperfectly recall their prior product quality assessments. As time passes,
consumers’memories of prior evaluations weaken, whichmakes thememories harder to retrieve over time (Anderson,1999).
As forgetting affects consumers’ full use of their prior assessments, they rely on discounted prior assessments. At the same
time, the variances of quality assessments also increase. Until now, there have been only a few papers that have incorporated
the forgetting effect into the Bayesian learning rule. For example, Mehta, Rajiv, and Srinivasan (2004) propose a structural
model to posit that consumers recall their prior assessments with noise. Zhao et al. (2011) consider the forgetting effect by
allowing the variance of the quality perception to increase over time, while at the same time, keeping the mean level of the
quality perception fixed. In this paper, we propose an exponential decay function to modify both the consumers’ prior as-
sessments and the variance of the assessment.

3. Data

Television Broadcasts Ltd. (TVB) is a prominent provider of free-of-charge TV services in Hong Kong, and its audience share
is the largest among several local TV stations. The data used in this study are provided by TVB and cover the entirety of 2014.

We refer to the data from TVB as “people-meter data” because the data are collected by people-meters installed in 650
collaborating households. Throughout the entire day, these people-meters record the channel number and the start and end
time of TV watching for each individual in a house. TVB also provides us with its programme schedule, which helps us to
identify consumer viewing behavior for each programme.
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When studying TV audience viewing behavior, it is necessary to consider the genre of TV programmes. To examine
viewing behavior in the context of episodic or serialized broadcast features, we use the drama genre as the main type of TV
programme. Maintaining a remarkable average of between 70% and 80% of Hong Kong’s TV audience share, TVB’s Chinese
Jade channel (TVBJ) is the most popular channel in Hong Kong. We select its primetime dramas with an episode length of
56 min to analyse comparative audience viewing behavior. Primetime covers the time period between 19:00 and 23:00.
Attracting the largest audiences during this period and accordingly generating the greatest revenues, the dramas that are
broadcast during primetime are the most important programmes for networks. To enable contrast analysis and eliminate
particularity, we also examine the primetime drama viewing of another channel, Asia Television Limited Home (ATVH). ATVH
is also a free and popular channel in Hong Kong. We will describe the viewing behavior of these two channels.

We first present detailed observations of individual viewing behavior. Fig. 1(a) shows a consumer’s choices and viewing
duration for each of the first 15 episodes of the drama “Fast Burning Flame”, broadcast on TVBJ beginning on July 6, 2014. In
Fig. 1(b), we also present the programme choices of a typical consumer for the first 15 episodes of the ATVH drama “Meteor
Fig. 1. Examples of individual choice frequency and the viewing duration of each episode.
Note: The height of the column represents the viewing duration of one episode. When there is no column in the corresponding episode, this means that the
conusmer
has not watched that episode.
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Garden with love”. It can be seen from Fig. 1(a) and (b) that the viewing trends of consumers change gradually: they are more
prone to choose to view later episodes rather than earlier episodes in the series. In other words, consumers will increase their
choice frequency when they learn from past viewing experience that the programme quality is high. However, the interaction
between learning and forgetting may lead to another result: a decreasing viewing trend. When consumers understand that
the uncertainty of the programme quality assessment is large and their choices present a high degree of risk, they may
decrease their choice frequency or even discontinue watching a given programme altogether and switch to other pro-
grammes. Fig. 1(c) and (d) show the opposite viewing trend.

To further demonstrate the learning trend issue, we next present the number of consumers watching each of the first 15
episodes of our chosen dramas. The panel consists of 1480 individuals. To keep the size of the data set manageable, we
randomly selected 200 consumers. Table 1 gives the number of consumers per episode of three dramas. Drama 1 is “Rosy
Business”, broadcast on TVBJ starting on April 27, 2014. Drama 2 is “Corner With Love”, broadcast on ATVH from June 1, 2014,
and Drama 3 is “Fast Burning Flame”. The average number of consumers over the 15 episodes per drama is shown in Table 1.
We use these data to establish the viewing trends, which are presented in Fig. 2. There are marked increasing trends (for
Dramas 1 and 2) and a decreasing trend (for Drama 3) in viewing behavior, indicating the probable influence of prior viewing
experience on subsequent choices.
4. Model development

4.1. Consumer learning and forgetting behavior

After watching one episode, a consumer assesses the quality of a given drama, and this assessment influences the next
viewing decision. Due to noisy signals, a variance exists between the assessment and the true quality of the drama. Additional
watching experiences increase the drama quality information and, accordingly, the variance of quality assessment becomes
smaller, which constitutes a dynamic learning process that follows the Bayesian theory. Fig. 3 shows the decision steps in this
learning procedure.

In the following paragraphs, a structural learning process is introduced. By assuming that consumers are imperfectly
informed about programme quality, the “experience” quality that a consumer perceives after watching episode t can be
expressed as:

AEit ¼Aþ uit ; (1)

whereAis the true mean quality of the programme under consideration anduit is the error term, which reflects the variation in
experience quality of episode t among consumers and is assumed to be normally distributed with a mean 0 and an unknown
variance w2. Equation (1) captures the possibility that consumers may not perfectly assess what they view. There may be two
reasons for such variance. One is that consumers from different backgrounds have different tastes; the other is that the
consumers” information is imperfect. The experience quality presents the newly added programme quality information
provided by the watching experience.

Before Episode t, consumers may have gained information from previous (t-1) episodes: this information set is expressed
as Iiðt � 1Þ. From this information set, consumer i forms a programme quality assessment, which is called the prior
assessment and follows a normal distribution: ApjIiðt � 1ÞeNðEi;t�1;d

2
i;t�1Þ.Ei;t�1is themean level of the prior assessment of the

true quality, and d2i;t�1represents the uncertainty of this assessment. Both the mean and variance of the prior assessment are
dynamic and updated over time.
Table 1
Number of consumers per episode (based on the sample size of 200).

Episode number Drama 1
Rosy Business

Drama 2
Corner With Love

Drama 3
Fast Burning Flame

Average over 15episodes 95 51 113
Episode 1 90 41 96
Episode 2 93 48 94
Episode 3 100 44 90
Episode 4 99 51 92
Episode 5 93 50 94
Episode 6 103 50 90
Episode 7 100 54 92
Episode 8 107 51 86
Episode 9 100 53 91
Episode 10 106 55 90
Episode 11 108 56 90
Episode 12 106 54 84
Episode 13 110 61 89
Episode 14 112 59 84
Episode 15 95 51 113



Fig. 2. Number of consumers per episode of the three dramas.

Fig. 3. Learning procedure.
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Before a new series of episodes is shown, the information set is empty and does not include experience information.
However, regarding the drama quality, consumers have a “prior expectation” affected by different factors, such as adver-
tisements by the TV station, the plot, and the main characters. This prior expectation can be expressed as ApjIið0Þ which
follows a normal distribution, ApjIið0ÞeNðE0; d20Þ. E0is the initial value of the mean expectation, which is set to be the same
across all consumers for two reasons: (1) consumers have a general impression of the quality of programmes broadcast by the
channel; and (2) it is assumed that before the first episode of a programme is shown, consumers have no additional infor-
mation relating to its quality. d20 is the initial value of prior variance.

The consumers’ learning behaviors can be described by using the Bayesian theorem. A consumer obtains newly added
information after each viewing experience: when this information is combined with the information previously collected, in
accordance with the Bayesian theorem, the consumer will form a posterior quality assessment. This updated assessment with
an updated mean and variance (DeGroot, 1991) may be expressed as:

Ei;t ¼ Ei;t�1 þ
Nitd

2
i;t�1

d2i;t�1 þ w2

�
AEit � Ei;t�1

�
; (2)

d2i;t ¼
1

1
d
2
i;t�1

þ Nit

w2

; (3)
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whereNitequals 1 if consumer i chooses towatch this programme at time t and equals 0 otherwise. Ei;t and d2i;t are the updated
mean and variance of programme quality assessment. Ei;t�1 and d2i;t�1 represent the prior mean and variance of the quality
assessment.AEitdenotes consumer i’s experienced quality of episode t. w2is the watching experience variability.

The derivation of the above formulae is based on the assumption that the consumers’ quality assessments remain stable.
However, in reality, due to consumers’ tendency to forget, their capability of recalling prior information can diminish over
time. Forgetting brings additional noise and thus increases uncertainty (Mehta et al., 2004). The learning procedure with
forgetting behavior is represented in Fig. 4. In this study, we use an exponential function to represent the change in the
variance of the quality assessment due to forgetting (Rubin andWenzel, 1996) and, accordingly, themean of the assessment is
affected by the increase in the assessment variance (Zhao et al., 2011).

The assessment variance affected by forgetting at time t is presented as:

d2Fi;t�1 ¼ expðgilitÞd2i;t�1; (4)

wheregi is a random parameter that measures the increased variance in quality assessment per day caused by forgetting. It is
assumed to be individual specific and follows a logarithmic normal distribution as lngieNðg;pÞ (this distribution can make all
the values of gi positive). lit represents the real time (number of days) elapsed between the time of the last watching and time
t for individual i.

We modify the Bayesian formulae accordingly, and the updated mean and variance of the quality assessment due to
forgetting becomes the following (the proof of the modified Bayesian updating rule with forgetting factor is shown in
Appendix B):

Ei;t ¼ Ei;t�1 þ
Nitd

2F
i;t�1

d2Fi;t�1 þ w2

�
AEit � Ei;t�1

�
; (5)

2 1

di;t ¼ 1

d
2F
i;t�1

þ Nit

w2

(6)
4.2. Dynamic probability model construction

We focus on a consumer’s decision regarding whether to watch a certain episode of a drama. It is a binary response
problem: either to watch or not to watch. The time period covers the 15 episodes of this drama series. We use probit model to
handle the repeated choices on the panel data.

The utility that i gets from episode t is Uit . The utility that viewer i does notwatch episode t is fixed to a constant:U (U > 0).
If the utility of watching t is less than U, i does not choose to watch (Uit <U); if the utility is larger than U, i will choose the
program (Uit >U). Uit consists of an observable part Vit and an unobservable part εit as this:

Uit ¼Vit þ εit : (7)
Fig. 4. Learning procedure affected by forgetting.
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Undoubtedly, the utility that the consumer i obtains from episode t depends on the experienced quality level AEit (Erdem&
Keane, 1996). A linear form of the effect of the experienced quality on utility is not suitable since the linearity of utility in
drama quality implies risk neutrality: if consumers are risk neutral, uncertainty in drama quality is immaterial for them. Thus,
this risk neutral situation is not consistent with the real-life situation (Erdem, 1998). Therefore, Uit must be allowed to
nonlinearly depend on the experienced quality. We thus use a quadratic form that allows for increasing or decreasing
marginal returns for higher quality:

Uit ¼Vit þ εit ¼ b1i

�
AEit þb2iA

2
Eit

�
þ εit ; (8)

where parameter b1i captures the utility weight that consumer i places on perceived quality. b2i is the coefficient of the
uncertainty of consumer perception and can be interpreted as the consumer risk attitude. If b1i is estimated as positive and
b2i>0 suggests risk taking behavior; b2i ¼ 0 indicates risk neutral behavior; b2i<0 means that the consumer is risk
averse.b1iand b2i are allowed to be individual-specific and follow normal distributions, as b1ieNðb1; r1Þ and b2ieNðb2; r2Þ. εit
represents the random component associated with consumer i at time t. The random errors that are unobservable to the
researcher but are known to the audience are contained in εit (Chen et al., 2009). For example, these errors caused by any
promotional activities that are unknown to the researcher but influence consumers to choose a certain programme. We
assume that these errors are normally distributed.

The consumer makes the watching decision before AEit is obtained; that is, the consumer is uncertain about the experi-
enced quality AEit at the time of making the decision whether to watch. Thus, it is assumed that the consumer makes a
decision to watch based on the expected utility and given the information he or she had before watching episode t:

EðUit jIiðt�1ÞÞ¼ EðVitÞþ εit ¼ b1i

�
E½AEit jIiðt�1Þ� þb2iE

h
A2
Eit

���Iiðt�1Þ
i�

þ εit
¼b1iEi;t�1 þ b1ib2id
2F
i;t�1 þb1ib2iw

2 þ b1ib2i
�
Ei;t�1

�2 þ εit :
We specify the structure of the covariance matrix of the error term εit . Suppose that the error consists of a portion specific
to consumers and a portion that varies over time for each consumer (Train, 2009).

εit ¼ hi þ mit, (10)

where mit is i.i.d. over time and over people with a standard normal density, andhi is i.i.d. over consumers having a normal
density with a 0 mean and a variance s2.

The variance of the error term in each episode is:

VarðεitÞ¼Varðhi þmitÞ ¼ s2 þ 1 (11)
The covariance between the error terms in two different episodes t and s is:

Covðεit; εisÞ¼Eðhi þmitÞðhi þ misÞ ¼ s2
The covariance matrix becomes the following:

U¼

0BBBB@
s2 þ 1 s2 / / s2

s2 s2 þ 1 / / s2

«
s2 s2 / / s2 þ 1

1CCCCA
Only one parameter, s, enters the covariance matrix. Its value indicates the variance in unobserved utility across con-
sumers (the variance of hi) relative to the variance across time for each consumer (the variance of mit).

Since only two random variables in the binary choice model are involved in each occasion of choice decision, we first find
the probability of taking the action, given a value of one of the variables, namely, hi.

Conditional on hi, the probability of choosing a programme is denoted by Pr [EðVitÞþ hiþmit>U], that is, Pr [mit> -(EðVitÞþhi-
UÞ] ¼ 1 e F(-[EðVitÞ þhi-U]), where F is the cumulative standard normal function. Hence, Pr [choose] ¼ F([EðVitÞ þhi-U]) due
to the symmetry of standard normal distribution, and the probability of not choosing is Pr [not choose] ¼ F(-[EðVitÞþ hi-U]).
We set an indicator variable dit , dit ¼ 1 when the expected utility is positive; otherwise dit ¼ �1.

Hence, the probability of watching episode t for consumer i is:
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Pidit
¼
Z
hi

Fð½EðVitÞ þ hi� U �dit ÞfðhiÞdhi; (12)

where fðhiÞ is the normal density, has a zero mean and variance s2.

5. Estimation discussion

5.1. Models estimation and comparison

Maximum simulated likelihood (MSL) estimation was used to estimate the parameters. All simulation procedures in the
following sections employed the programming language R 3.0.2. The objective function value (OFV) is the negative log
likelihood function value, which we aim to minimize.

The likelihood of consumer i’s watching decisions for episode 1 to T is:

Lidi
¼
Z
hi

YT
t¼1

Fð½EðVitÞ þ hi� U �dit ÞfðhiÞdhi (13)
Before the parameter estimation, the identification problem should be handled. The identification problem that we need
to handle is the “scale invariance” among some parameters in the full model. The first pair of confounding parameters
comprise A and b2i because our model can only uniquely determine their product. As stated in Erdem and Keane (1996), A is a
“latent” variable whose “absolute” level has no meaning, and we therefore fix the value of the true quality. Similarly, our
model can only uniquely determine the product of the variance of the prior assessment and the experience variability w and
the product of the variance of the prior assessment and the initial standard deviation d0. Following the approach in Erdem
(1998), we resolve this problem by fixing the value of the variance of the prior assessment. The values for the fixed pa-
rameters are chosen based on preliminary estimations. For simple identification purposes, we assume that E0 and U are equal
to 1. The evaluation of the proposed structural model is shown in Appendix C. The estimation results of all the 10 data sets of
the simulation prove that the parameters of the proposed models can be well recovered.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed full model, we compared it against three benchmark models. To understand
the consumers’ dynamic decision-making process involved in choosing programs/episodes, our structural model is developed
with three characteristics: the incorporation of consumer learning behavior, the consideration of the consumer forgetting
behavior and the consideration of the consumer heterogeneous sensitivities. To enable us to determine the value of each
characteristic in improving the model’s performance, the three benchmark models are constructed by ignoring one of the
three characteristics.

Benchmark Model 1. Model 1 assumes that consumers have no learning from their previous experience. This is a reduced
model that incorporates into the baseline utility only quantitative dynamics but no learning rules. This model directly em-
ploys the weighted average of watching decisions in previous episodes to measure the viewing dynamics (the details of this
reduced model are shown in Appendix D).

Benchmark Model 2. Model 2 does not consider consumer forgetting behavior. It incorporates learning rules into the
baseline utility expression but not the effect of forgetting.

Benchmark Model 3. Model 3 ignores the heterogeneity (or preferences) of individual consumers.
We employ the episode choice data for two dramas to demonstrate the performance of our proposed model. These two

dramas appeared on different broadcast channels and had different viewing trends over their first 15 episodes. One is “Rosy
Business”, broadcast on TVBJ starting on April 27, 2014; the other one is called “Meteor Garden” beginning on April 25, 2014,
was shown on ATVH. The objective function value (OFV) is the negative log likelihood function value, which we aim to reduce
to a minimum. We use the OFV and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) as criteria for the models’ comparison. The com-
parison results shown in Table 2 suggest that our proposed model outperforms the three benchmark models. The better fit of
our proposed model as compared with Model 1, indicates the importance of considering consumers’ learning behaviors in
predicting the decisions that theywill make. It can be seen that the effectiveness of the use of Bayesian updating rules is better
Table 2
Models fit statistics.

Models TVBJ ATVH

OFV BIC value OFV BIC value

Model 1 1949.17 1957.22 1119.30 1121.81
Model 2 1890.25 1910.08 1081.41 1098.13
Model 3 1866.17 1882.55 1050.11 1068.77
Full model 1841.09 1858.11 1039.16 1050.32
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than that of the quantitative use of previous watching choice. The superiority of our model over Model 2 highlights the
importance of including the effect of forgetting. The results clearly indicate that forgetting does exist. Finally, our full model
outperforms Model 3, which assumes that all coefficients are constant across individuals. This result confirms that the
heterogeneity of consumer sensitivities has a significant influence on consumer behavior.
5.2. Discussion of parameter estimates

The parameter estimates of the proposed full model and based on the viewing data for the drama “Rosy Business” are
shown in Table 3. It is encouraging to note that all estimates in the model are highly significant at 0.01 or 0.001 levels of
significance, indicating that the effects of the covariates are very strong.

Themean value of the coefficient b1i is positive and highly significant, indicating that the higher the expected quality of the
prior episode is, the higher the probability of choosing the next episode. On the other hand, the assessment uncertaintyb2i is
negative, revealing a significant negative effect on the consumers’ decision related to choosing which programme to watch.
The uncertainty term is highly associated with the consumer’s attitude towards risk: a negative value for the uncertainty
coefficient indicates that the consumers are risk-averse. When they are uncertain about programme quality, risk-averse
consumers are more likely to stop choosing the programme. The variances of these coefficients are significant, confirming
that the heterogeneity of consumer sensitivities does exist and is important in explaining consumer behavior.

The initial standard deviation (d0¼0.28) is small in value but highly significant, suggesting that even though consumers do
not have enough information to assess the true quality of the drama before it is broadcast, there is still a significant variation
among their prior assessments. The watching experience variability (w¼0.49) is much greater and significantly differs from
zero.

The exponential parameter (gi) resulted in an estimate of a mean value of 0.01 per day. Although this value is small, after
several days, its cumulative effect on the consumer uncertainty of programme quality assessment could be quite large. This
fully suggests that forgetting does occur among consumers when they attempt to recall prior information. The variance of the
forgetting effect (pÞ is estimated significantly, which means people’s memories are significantly different. The value of the
exponential function can be converted into an added noise factor of on average 1.01 per day, whichmeans that the assessment
variance increases on average by 1% each day. The reason for this forgetting comprises two aspects: (a) the nature of forgetting
by humans and (b) the very short broadcasting time of these dramas (Zhao et al., 2011), i.e., just one episode (of approximately
56 min) each weekday evening. It has been shown that memory weakens after a certain period of time. Thus, considering the
forgetting effect in the learning structure is essential.
6. Managerial implications

The key benefit of using a structural modeling approach is that through simulating policy experiments that do not suffer
from the Lucas critique of econometric policy evaluation, we are able to estimate the effectiveness of a TV station’s marketing
policies (Erdem & Keane, 1996). In estimating structural models, we have estimated the parameters of the utility function.
These are invariant to the changes in the marketing mix. Hence, we can obtain consistent estimates of the impact of changes
in a TV station’s strategy on consumer choices. Note that this is not true for nonstructural models. A nonstructural model can
only estimate the effects of policy variables that are observed by the analyst (the observed variables are included as
explanatory variables, e.g., price, in the model). In our structural model, experience variability is a policy variable that affects
the sequence of signals received by consumers. However, since these signals are not observed by the analyst, it is impossible
to estimate their effects on programme choices in a nonstructural framework. We use the proposed model and draw
experience variability to simulate choice outcomes. We vary the programme quality and consumer memory to assess the
impact of such policy changes on programme choices.
Table 3
Parameter estimates for the full model.

Parameter Estimate of parameter

b1i(coefficient of assessment) Mean (b1Þ 5.91 (0.93)***
STD ðr1Þ 0.1 (fixed)

b2i(coefficient of uncertainty) Mean (b2Þ �2.20 (0.71)***
STD ðr2Þ 0.47 (0.15)***

Initial standard deviation (d0) 0.28 (0.01)***
True quality (A) 0.1 (fixed)
Watching experience variability (w) 0.49 (0.01)***
Utility variability (s) 0.35 (0.00)***
Exponential parameter (gi) Mean (g) 0.01 (0.00)***

STD (p) 0.51 (0.01) ***

Notes: Figures in parentheses are standard errors; and estimates of d0 w, s , p and standard deviations of b1i and b2i are obtained by the transformation eq

and their standard errors are obtained by the Delta Method; ** significant at 1%, *** significant at 0.1%.
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There is no doubt that the high quality of a drama directly leads to high TV ratings. Improving quality is critical for making
a drama more competitive in attracting more consumers. A drama programme usually comprises multiple episodes, and
improving the quality of each episode definitely results in higher TV audience ratings. However, when investment resources
are limited and the quality of only a few episodes can be improved, how should this limited resource be allocated to yield the
highest TV audience ratings? How does an increase in quality precisely affect the TV audience ratings?

According to our model construction with learning and forgetting theory, consumers’ assessments of the drama’s overall
quality actually come from a series of perceived qualities of previous episodes; these perceived qualities are always incon-
sistent. The influence of the quality of each episode on audience ratings varies as well. So to improve audience ratings of a
drama investment in which is not unlimited, the drama production company or TV stations should allocate their efforts
according to the importance of the quality of each episode on audience ratings. Forgetting is also an important factor that has
a negative effect on quality assessment. Hence, trying to reduce the forgetting effect is another method that TV stations can
utilize to increase audience ratings. We thus test two major strategies: change drama quality and forgetting effect. In the
strategy of changing drama quality, we keep the forgetting effect, and increase the quality of different episodes to check the
changes of the accumulative audience (and audience ratings) of each episode due to consumer learning behavior. We firstly
test the strategy performance in the short run, say 15 episodes, thenwe test the strategy performance in the long run, say the
whole drama of 55 episodes. Doing so can enable us to check whether the simulated strategy performance based on a part of
episodes of a drama can be applied to the whole drama. In the strategy of changing forgetting effect, we keep the quality, and
change the forgetting effect, to see during the consumer learning procedure, how does the accumulative audience (and
audience ratings) of each episode change due to the change of the forgetting effect.

Based on the parameter estimates of the full model in Table 3, we use nine scenarios to perform the strategy experiments.
The first one is the baseline situation with consumer choice frequency of the 15 episodes. The second scenario is almost the
same as the first one, except that the quality of the first two episodes is increased by 100%. The third scenario is almost the
same as the first one, instead of that of episodes 1 and 2, the quality of each of the middle two episodes, namely, episodes 7
and 8, increased by 100%. The fourth scenario distributes the same quality increase resource evenly (100*2) across the 15
episodes. Each episode, therefore, has approximately a 13.3% increase in quality. The fifth scenario is almost the same as the
first one, except that the forgetting parameter is reduced by 90%. These scenarios are used to test the strategy performance in
the short run. We then use other four scenarios to test the strategy performance in the long run, say the whole drama of 55
episodes. The simulation procedures are the same as those in the short run of 15 episodes, except that the whole episodes are
55, the middle two episodes are the 27th and 28th episode, and the evenly is to increase the quality by 3.6% each episode. The
difference between the first scenario and the following three scenarios captures the change in consumers when the quality of
some episodes increases. The difference between the second scenario and the third one illustrates the different impacts of
increasing the quality of different episodes. The fourth scenario examines whether distributing limited resources equally to
each episode will have a better effect on improving the TV audience than the methodology used in previous scenarios. The
fifth scenario is used to measure the effect of increased consumer memory power on the consumers’ choices. The last 4
scenarios (6e9) are used to compare the findings between short run and long run. We use Figs. 5e12 to present the results of
this simulation.

In Figs. 5 and 6, the “no change” line denotes the baseline situationwith the original quality level, A ¼ 0.1, and the “quality
increase by 100% in the first 2 episodes” line denotes the second scenario, inwhich the quality of each of the first two episodes
is increased by 100%; that is, in the first two episodes, A ¼ 0.2, and A ¼ 0.1 otherwise. The line labelled “quality increase by
100% in the middle 2 (7e8) episodes” denotes the third scenario, in which the quality of each of the middle two episodes
(episode 7 and 8) is increased by 100%; that is, in the middle two episodes (episode 7 and 8), A ¼ 0.2, and A ¼ 0.1 otherwise.

Figs. 5 and 6 show that increasing the quality of certain episodes leads to an increase in the number of consumers
watching. The quality increase (A ¼ 0.2) is most effective on current audience ratings due to learning behaviour. When the
quality decreases (A ¼ 0.1), consumers learn the changed quality and the obtained lower quality assessment will affect their
choices. Thus, the influence of prior quality increase on the choice of subsequent episodes is quite limited. However, due to the
Fig. 5. Simulation and prediction of accumulative audience (scenarios 1, 2, and 3).



Fig. 6. Simulation and prediction of audience ratings (scenarios 1, 2, and 3).

Fig. 7. Simulation and prediction of accumulative audience (scenarios 1, 2, and 4).

Fig. 8. Simulation and prediction of audience ratings (scenarios 1, 2, and 4).
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learning from the increasing quality, the overall TV audience rating is higher than that for a drama series in which the quality
of no single episode has been increased.

It can be seen from Figs. 5 and 6 that increasing the quality of the first two episodes has the largest positive influence on
programme choice, which means that the learning behavior will have more effects on audience ratings when it acts from the
very beginning. Because of the learning behavior, increasing the drama quality of the first two episodes will have positive
effects on all the following episodes. While increasing the drama quality of the middle two episodes will have positive effects
on the second half of the episodes. The total audience for all 15 episodes in the first, second and third scenarios are 1,531, 1754
and 1,688, respectively. If the resources for drama improvement are limited, enhancing the first few episodes should be
considered to obtain the largest improvement in TV audience ratings.



Fig. 9. Simulation and prediction of accumulative audience (scenarios 6, 7, 8 and 9).

Fig. 10. Simulation and prediction of audience ratings (scenarios 6, 7, 8 and 9).

Fig. 11. Simulation and prediction of accumulative audience (scenarios 1 and 5).
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Fig. 12. Simulation and prediction of audience ratings (scenarios 1 and 5).
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The simulated rating average over the first 15 episodes of the first, second and third scenarios are 0.5100, 0.5870 and
0.5627, respectively; that is, the increased rating obtained by using the marketing strategy of increasing the quality of the first
two episodes (middle two episodes) is 0.079 (0.0527). The current price of advertising in the HK TV industry is 21,640.47 HK
dollars per rating point (0.01) for a 30-s advertisement broadcast in primetime (TVIRC, 2019). Using the strategy of increasing
the first two episodes’ quality by 100% would obtain 170,963.4 HKD in additional advertising revenue, while with the same
cost, increasing the quality of the middle two episodes would generate an additional 114,047.8 HKD in advertising revenue.
Note that the accurate simulation of the effectiveness of different marketing strategies would be very helpful to TV stations in
selecting a strategy.

To determine whether investing limited resources into the first two episodes or distributing them evenly across all epi-
sodes will attract higher TV audiences, Figs. 7 and 8 compare the accumulative audience and audience ratings in scenarios 2
and 4. The quality increasing strategy depicted by the line “quality increase by 13.3% in 15 episodes” is the one in which the
same resources used for increasing each of the first two episodes by 100% are allocated to evenly increasing the quality of 15
episodes; that is, each episode should be increased by 13.3% (200/15%). In this situation, for all 15 episodes, A ¼ 0.113. Figs. 7
and 8 demonstrate that increasing the quality of the first two episodes has a better effect. The accumulative audience for all 15
episodes (the average audience ratings over the 15 episodes) in scenarios 1, 2 and 4 in Fig. 3 are 1531(0.51), 1756 (0.59) and
1605 (0.54), respectively. The possible reason is that increasing the first two episodes will make consumers’ high perceived
quality at the beginning of watching the drama. Due to the learning behavior, consumers will make future drama choices
based on this high perceived quality. Increasing the quality evenly is comparatively lower in the episode quality than the first
case. The beginning quality assessment is also much lower, so that the learning behavior does not have so significant effects
on audience ratings.

Above four figures show the performance of three strategies of increasing quality in the 15 episodes. General dramas have
more than 15 episodes. We thus need to check whether the conclusions from the first several episodes can serve as the
guidelines for the whole drama. Figs. 9 and 10 present the simulation and prediction of accumulative audience (audience
ratings) of each episode of the whole drama under the three strategies of changing quality. We can find that the strategy of
increasing the quality by 100% in the first two episodes performs better than the other two strategies. The learning behavior
will have more effects on audience ratings when it acts from the very beginning. The total audience of the 55 episodes (the
average audience ratings over the 55 episodes) of the three strategies are 7138 (0.65), 6842(0.62) and 6647 (0.60) respectively.
We thus obtain the same findings as those from the short run 15 episodes. Therefore, we can conclude that the findings of the
quality strategies based on the first several episodes can serve as the guidelines for the whole drama.

Figs.11 and 12 compare the programme choices before and after reducing the forgetting effect by 90%. The forgetting effect
is decreased by 90%, which means that the mean level of forgetting parameter is reduced by 90%; that is, g’ ¼ 0.1g in scenario
5. The programme choices increase when the effect of forgetting decreases The accumulative audience across all 15 episodes
(the average audience ratings over 15 episodes) before and after reducing the effect of forgetting are 1530 (0.51) and 1623
(0.54), respectively). According to our formula of Equations (4)e(6), we can deduce that reducing the forgetting effect can
decrease the variance, so that consumers are more certain about the drama quality assessments during the learning pro-
cedure, which is helpful in deciding to choose this drama. Thus reducing the consumer forgetting effect will increases the
number of choices, which is demonstrated in Figs. 11 and 12. We also found from the two figures that the distance between
the two lines of “no change” and “forgetting decrease by 90%” is bigger with the episode number increases, whichmeans that
consumer learning behaviour has more positive effects on drama choices when reducing the forgetting effects. To retain more
consumers, TV stations can consider reducing the consumer forgetting effect, i.e., taking actions such as broadcasting
advertising for the drama or prolonging each episode’s duration to provide the consumer with more information (Mehta
et al., 2004).
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Through the simulation study, we obtain several managerial implications for TV stations and drama production com-
panies: (1) Increasing the quality of some episodes of a drama leads to an increase in its TV audience ratings. This effect is
much more pronounced in the short term and will gradually fade over time. (2) The positive effect of increasing TV audience
ratings is greatest if the quality of the first few episodes is increased. (3) Investing limited resources in earlier episodes also
has a better effect on TV audience ratings than distributing the same resource evenly overall episodes. (4) Increasing the
consumers’memory has a positive influence on improving TV audience ratings. To create a deeper impression on consumers,
TV stations can broadcast regular advertising to promote a drama or prolong each episode’s duration.

The above results also provide advertisers some managerial implications: (1) Advertising purchased in time slots in ep-
isodes with increased quality can reach more viewers. In particular, dramas with good and attractive “starts” have better
overall performance in audience ratings. For packages that require advertisers to purchase time slots in every episode of a
drama, it is better to choose those dramas with increased quality in the first few episodes. (2) Advertisers should consider
purchasing the time slots of those dramas that the television station is willing to promote and advertise and of those dramas
with longer episode duration. Viewers will have a better memory regarding these dramas.

7. Conclusion and future research directions

In this study, we focus on a very important and urgent problem faced by the traditional TV industry: making and selecting
a suitable marketing strategy to maintain market share among the different types of programme broadcast channels. This
study provides a theoretical method to help TV stations to first evaluate the effectiveness of their marketing strategies and to
then accordingly select the most suitable and best one.

Specifically, the theoretical method proposed in this study is firstly to develop an innovative dynamic structural model,
and then based on the model framework and empirical results, to simulate consumer choice behavior in accordance with the
changes of policies. The dynamic structural model with the capability to achieve the following: the investigation through the
use of Bayesian updating rules, of the consumer learning behavior whenwatching episodic programmes; the consideration of
the consumers’ dynamic forgetting behavior; and the measurement of the consumers’ heterogeneous sensitivities. The
Bayesian updating rules can be seen as an approach for using prior information to make current decisions. Including the
Bayesian rules makes the choice model show how and why previous choices affect current choice decisions. This capability is
not provided in a reduced model. Our empirical results show that the model including learning dynamics outperforms a
model that relies on the quantitative averages of prior choices. (Table 2 presents a comparison of the full and the reduced
models).

To extend the Bayesian rules, when modeling the consumers’ learning process, we consider consumer forgetting. An
exponential function is used to capture the increase in the variance of the quality assessment (Mehta et al., 2004). We
therefore propose amodified Bayesian updating rule. Our empirical results show that including the impact of forgetting in the
choice model can significantly improve the performance of that model (Table 2). Methodologically, to the best of our
knowledge, this study marks the first proposal of a new dynamic model that utilizes extended Bayesian learning theory to
predict viewing dynamics in the TV industry.

Using the Hong Kong TV industry data, we have demonstrated the application of our newmodel. Based on the parameter
estimates of the proposed model, some marketing strategies are simulated and evaluated, and the corresponding managerial
implications are discussed. Our principle analytical findings can be classified into two subsets. One subset applies to TV
stations: Increasing the quality of some episodes of a drama leads to an increase in its TV audience ratings; The positive effect
of increasing TV audience ratings is greatest if the quality of the first few episodes is increased; Investing limited resources in
earlier episodes also have a better effect on TV audience ratings than distributing the same resource evenly over all episodes;
Increasing the consumers’ memory has a positive influence on improving TV audience ratings. The other subset of our
research implications applies to advertisers, who should choose dramas with attractive, high quality “starts” and choose
dramas that the TV station is willing to promote.

There are many possible extensions to our work. This paper considers the consumers’ watching experience as added
information that updates the consumers’ quality assessments. However, consumers can obtain new information through
other information channels, for example, through advertisements that promote a drama (Erdem& Keane,1996) and byword-
of-mouth, especially through social media and internet sites such as TVB’s online channel “Big Big Channel”. Since the
messages that consumers receive from these channels also have a relationship with the true quality of a TV programme, these
channels could also be studied as added information in the consumers’ learning process.
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Appendix A. Details of the survey

This survey was conducted by a group of five students by sending questionnaires to Hong Kong residents from different
backgrounds. The questionnaire was designed with seven questions regarding TV choice behavior and five questions con-
cerning personal characteristics. We collected 200 valid responses in all: 121 from females and 79 frommales, ranging in age
from 15 to 50.

Appendix B. Proof of the modified Bayesian updating rule with forgetting factor

Let’s assume a general distribution:
Prior pdf (probability density function) of y: hðyÞeNðm;d2yÞ, added information x, its conditional pdf:f ðxjyÞeNðy;d2x Þ, To find

posterior pdf of y, gðyjxÞ.
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In our paper:
Prior pdf of true mean quality is hðApjIiðt � 1ÞÞ~NðEi;t�1;d

2F
it Þ,

Added information is AEit , f(AEit jA)~N(A,w2).
Posterior pdf is, gðApjIiðt � 1Þ;AEit Þwhich has meanEi;t , and variance d2it . Combining Equations (A1) and (A2):
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Where d2Fi;t�1 ¼ expðgilitÞd2i;t�1.

Appendix C. Theoretical evaluation of the proposed model

We set values for unknown parameters in the two models, determine the sample size as 10*20 independent datasets,
sample size ¼ seq (from ¼ 120, to ¼ 300, by ¼ 20), and generate random error terms independently within each individual.
The simulation results are shown in Table C. The estimation results of all the 11 data sets of simulation confirm the estimation
accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed model. For most parameters, the estimation bias stabilizes after 200 observations.
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Table C
Simulation results
Sample size (observations)

Parameter Set values
 120
 140
 160
 180
 200
 220
 240
 260
 280
 300

b1i (coefficient of assessment)
 Mean
 0.3
 0.33
 0.31
 0.31
 0.3
 0.3
 0.3
 0.3
 0.3
 0.3
 0.3
STD
 3(fixed)
 3
 3
 3
 3
 3
 3
 3
 3
 3
 3

b2i(coefficient of uncertainty)
 Mean
 ¡1
 �1.01
 �1.04
 �1.03
 �1
 �1.01
 �1.01
 �1
 �1
 �1
 �1
STD
 4
 4.1
 4.09
 4
 4.1
 4
 4
 4.01
 4
 4
 4

d0
Initial standard deviation
1
 1.01
 1.01
 1.01
 1
 1
 1
 1.01
 1
 1
 1
A (True quality)
 0.1(fixed)
 0.1
 0.1
 0.1
 0.1
 0.1
 0.1
 0.1
 0.1
 0.1
 0.1

w (Watching experience variability)
 2
 2
 2.01
 2
 2
 2.01
 2
 2
 2.02
 2
 2

s(Utility variability)
 3
 3.01
 3.03
 3
 3
 3.02
 3.01
 3
 3
 3
 3

gi (Exponential parameter)
 Mean
 0.3
 0.3
 0.31
 0.31
 0.31
 0.31
 0.31
 0.31
 0.3
 0.3
 0.3
STD
 3
 3
 3
 3
 3
 3
 3
 3
 3
 3
 3
Appendix D. The reduced model (M1)

The determinant part in the decision model can be expressed as this:

Vit ¼b1 þ b2xit

Where xit measures quantitatively the choice loyalty in episode t for consumer i, and is used to describe consumers’ tendency
towards repeated choice of the drama. It is defined as:

xit ¼ lxi;t�1 þ ð1� lÞDt�1

Where 0<l<1 is the carryover coefficient. Following Guadagni and Little (1983), xi1is set to be l if consumer i chooses the first
episode, otherwise it is (1-l). Dt�1 is the indicator factor, which is 1 if consumer i had chosen the (t-1)th episode, and
otherwise is 0.
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